
Sunburn Relief Treatment
Professional Treatment Protocol 

This cooling and refreshing treatment increases the 
hydration level and promotes healthy cellular renewal 
of sunburned skin. It incorporates natural, soothing 
ingredients specially chosen for ultra-sensitive skin to aid 
in the healing process, reducing heat and inflammation.

ITEMS YOU WILL NEED:

�� 4X4 smooth cotton esthetic wipes
�� Soft fan brush (optional)
�� Water
�� gentle cleansing bar
�� derma renewal gel
�� Iced gel eye pads or iced globes (optional)
�� argan boost serum™

�� daily eclipse™ - oil free sunscreen SPF 30

PROCEDURE:

1. Cleansing
�� Lather gentle cleansing bar and lukewarm to cool water and apply to the entire face adding water according 

to client’s comfort. 
�� Massage gently to cleanse and remove makeup. 
�� Remove with lukewarm to cool water using smooth 4X4 cotton esthetic wipes, leaving skin slightly damp.

2. derma renewal gel
�� Apply liberal amount of derma renewal gel with hands or soft fan brush to entire face.

3. Cool compresses
�� Saturate 4 soft, 4x4 cotton wipes with cool water, open length wise and lay  compresses on top of derma 

renewal gel, placing one across forehead and eyes, one diagonally across each cheek toward the mouth, 
one across neck (adjust as needed for client’s comfort and preferred breathing position). 

�� Leave on for 5 to 10 minutes. May use iced gel eye pads or iced globes over compresses for up to 2 minutes.
�� May add hand massage during this time.
�� Using the cool compresses, gently remove excess derma renewal gel, leaving skin slightly damp.

4. argan boost serum™

�� Gently press 1-2 pumps of argan boost serum onto damp face and under eyes with fingertips. 

5. Finish
�� Apply thin layer of daily eclipse to entire face, working very gently with hands.

NOTE: This treatment is also suitable for soothing sunburn on decolette, back, and arms.



CONTRAINDICATIONS:

�� Anyone with a herpetic breakout (cold sores)
�� Anyone with an infectious disease
�� Open sores, suspicious lesions, or basal cell carcinoma (Always refer to a physician)

Learn More

We want to be a partner in your practice building and financial success. Contact us today to begin developing a plan 
that is tailored to your needs, please call 610-358-4447 or visit us at  www.DermaMedSolutions.com.
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